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It is the object  of the petabolic aualyzer to provide a system 
which enables the accurate Pleasureaent of metabolic rates and breathing 
dytumics i n  vary- ertviroaPPeats and f o r  subjects undergoing varying 
degrees of exertion. 
The m e d m l i c  amlyzer employs mo diaphrw-sea led ,  piston- 
displacereot spir-ters which easure the volume of the inhaled and 
-led breath. 
voluaes t o  &e proper standard conditions. 
the inhaled and exhaled gases to detemine the i r  composition. 
mass spectreter analyzes s iar l taaeously for oxygen, carbon dioxide, 
nitrogen and vater-vapor. 
ca l ibra t ion  of the ma88 SpeCtrmter. 
froa the spiroaeters and au tomat i a l ly  r e f i l l s  the inhaled spirollwter 
and empties the exhaled spit-ter in exact rhythm to the user 's  breath. 
Computational c i rcui ts  receive v o l u a ~ ~ ,  temperature, pressure, gas analysis  
and timing sigaals. Xbse  signals are used to coapute oxygen consumption, 
carbon dLoxide production, minute v o l e  and respiratory exchange r a t i o  
and the corplted figures are read ou t  a t  predetermined cyclic intervals .  
T e q e r a t u r e  and pressure transducers correct these 
This 
A mass spectraPeter analyzes 
Pressurized b o t t l e s  are employed for  periodic 
Logic c i r cu i t ry  receives  signals 
Measurereats can be lade on subjects i n  norad gravity or  zero- 
gravitJr condLtians and a t  norad sea level pressures or a t  reduced 
pressures dawn to 3 pound per square inch absolute which muld  require  
breathing of looX orygen to sustain life. 
e t a b o l i c  rate is generally determined in a laboratory by, f i r s t ,  
collecting expired breath in a rubberized cawas bag fo r  a predetermined 
length of the; second, measuring the volume collected; third,  analyziug 
the gas composition of it by arry of several techniques; and f ina l ly ,  
calculat ing the metabolic rate from the data thus obtained. 
technique requires highly s k i l l e d  physiological technicians to gather 
the data and to compute the r e su l t s .  
This 
In an e f f o r t  t o  automate such measureamti, several devices have 
been devised. 
volume of breath and a polarographic sensor is used to measure the 
oxygen passing through the device. 
is slaw in response, can be used only on normal air a t  normal ambient 
In one, a mass flow meter is employed to measure the 
It has been found that t h i s  un i t  
pressure, is limited in its aetabolic range, requires d i f f i c u l t  main- 
tenance, and gives poor data for  resting subjects. Further, mst 
oetabolism testers operate with 8 fi. ?d gas amposition uhich the 
subject breathes, usually normal air  or looX oxygen. 
lipits the e n v i r o m n t  i n  yhich the tester can be used. 
the fur ther  problem that, in general, a gwci metabol ism tester fo r  basal 
petabolism w i l l  a o t  operate fo r  aretaboliso tests wherein the subject is 
exercisixq and, generally , m e t a b o l i s m  testers fo r  heavily exercising 
subjects provide lou-grade accuracy for subjects not exercising. 
This, of course, 
There is also 
Figure 4 is a photograph of the metabolic analyzer vhich has been 
designed and b u i l t  for manned space f l i g h t  use. 
operated in nom1 ea r th  gravity o r  the zero gravity of a space s t a t i o n  
and ui ' l  produce data using fahaled gas mixtures ranging from normal 
earth 4 - k  to 1@0% oxygen. 
The apparatus can be 
?he purpose of t h i s  report is to give a detailed description of 
the design and operation of this metabolic analyzer. 
Referring to Figure 1, E t a b o l i c  analyzer 10 comprises a mechanical- 
chemical breath proceasing system 12 and e lec t ronic  breath ana lys i s  
system 14. 
through mouthpiece 16, interconnected between insp i ra t ion  spirometer 18 
and expiration spiraneter 20. 
volume and temperature of a i r  drawn in by subject through mouthpiece 16. 
A t  the end of each breath, recycle log ic  22 automatically controls the 
r e f i l l i n g  of inspiration spirometer 18 through intake duct 19 as air is 
e r h l e d  into expiration s p i r w t e r  20 through C% s t a b i l i z e r  24. 
s t a b i l i z e r  24 as8ures t h a t  moisture in vapor form only is fed into' 
spkoateter 20. 
A test subject interfaces with breath processing system 12 
Inspixation spirometer 18 measures the 
C@ 
Expiration spirometer 20 measures the volume, temperature and 
pressure .of the erhaled breath. 
recycle logic 26 automatically discharees the contents of expiration 
spirometer 20 through exhaust duct 27. 
is d r a m  into mass spectrometer 28 which analyzes simultaneously fo r  
water vapor, nitrogen, oxygen and carbon dioxide, providing as outputs 
the atomic partial electrical signals, labeled H20, N2, 02 and C@, 
respectively. Resaurised b o t t l e s  30 and 32 contain standard mixtures 
of ca l ibra t ion  gases, as sham i n  Figure 1, to r  periodic calibratim 
of mass spectrorpeter 28. 
Upon the termination of each breath, 
A sample of t h i s  expired breath 
In an ambient a i r  mode of operation, ambient air only is selectably 
oampled by spectrometer 28 through ambient air  i n l e t  duct 29. 
p a r t i a l  outputs from mass spectrometer 28 a r e  fed t o  consti tuent 
computer 38 which converts p a r t i a l  i n p u t s  t o  percentage values used in 
The 
2 
computation, which are also selectably stored, by ambient w d e  control 
39, i n  ambient ratio storage 40, whenever spectr-ter 25 is set t o  
monitor ambient air. This storea analysis i s  used by the computer fo r  
the inspired gas rmalysis throughout the duration of the Mode I or 
&de I1 operation. 
Per t inent  gas percentage s ignals ,  as computed by consti tuent 
computer 38 folloving each exbaled breath a r e  d is t r ibu ted  t o  each of 
amlog Mode I and Hade 11 computers 42 and 44, together with the 
appropriate corrected inspired and expired volume signals. 
percentage c a p o s i t i o n  signals coPputed by consti tuent computer 38 m y  
also be se lec t ive ly  displayed by display 46. 
The gas 
Each of copiputers 42 and 44 compute the vol- of oxygen c o n s e d  
(poz) and carbon dioxide produced e-) during any one respiratory 
cycle. 
canputer 42 to provide measured volupe computation. In the &de II 
computer, only the expired woluoe signal is required, thus eliminating 
the need f o r  an inspirat ion spirometer. Inspired volume is obtained 
within W e  11 computer 44 by a determination of inert-gas-in-ambient- 
air method, to be fur ther  described. The outputs of e i the r  computer 42 
or  44 are select ively fed through -de switch 48, and gated into vol oe 
integrator  SO. In vol- integrator  50, increments of respiratorg 
cycle information are s-d for a one or five minute interval, as 
controlled by a tiper within test control 52, to obtain volucpe of 02 
cans-d and co;! produced for a given t i m e .  Increaents of exp'red 
voltme, corrected to body conditions, by corrector 54, are s L l a r l y  
s-d by volume integrator SO to obtain t o u l  exhaled volume fo r  a 
gfven tw (roUte voltme), vhich amy be displayed d i r ec t ly  by display 
46 to monitor the volume of each exhaled breath (v i ta l  capabity). 02 
consumed and C%/w r a t i o ,  as computed by minute volume integrator  50,  
are a l so  select ively displayed by display 66. 
Both inspired and expired volume signals are u t i l i zed  €n Mode I 
SECTION 11. DESCRIPTION OF TEE SUBSYSTEM 
Referring now t o  Figure 2, mouthpiece 16 includes f ron t  portion 
56 adapted LO form a l i p  seal when held i n  the mouth of a subject under 
test. 
being equipped with replaceable moisture f i l t e r  62 which prevents 
l iquid flow i n t o v a l v e  compartment 58. Valve compartment 58 contains 
i n l e t  valve 64 and o u t l e t  valve 66. When test subject inhales, i n l e t  
valve 64  open^ and o u t l e t  valve 66 closes. As test subject exhales, 
i n l e t  valve 64 closes  and o u t l e t  valve 66 opens. Ambient air from a 
previous f i l l  cycle is  drawn from insp i ra t ion  spirometer 18, through 
o u t l e t  duct 68 interconnected by a length of f lex ib le  hose 70 to 
access duct 60 by way of valve 64. 
It communicates with valve compartment 58 through access duct 60, 
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Insp i ra t ion  Spirometer 
Inspiration spirometer 18 coaprises piston 72 co-axially supported, 
by means not sham, fo r  linear movement, within enclosed cylinder 74. 
Piston 72 is sealed to i ~ e r  w a l l  76 of cylinder 74 by convolute 
f l e x i b l e  diaphragm 78 adapted to  provide a very lou f r i c t i o n  seal. 
air is withdrawn from foxward compartment 80 of cylinder 74, outside 
air introduced through rear vent 82 forces p is ton  72 forward by an 
amunt #:qual to the volume of air inhaled from spirometer 18. 
As 
As piston 72 is displaced from the normal or steady state position, 
an inspired volume sigma1 is generated by potentiometer 84 having end 
terpiai's connected bebmen a pos i t ive  voltage and coplpon ground 86 
and having wiper 88 medronically l inked t o  p is ton  72. 
indicative of the inspired voltme is coupled as an input to scaling 
q l i f i e r  90 of inspired volume corrector 34 and to  d i f f e ren t i a to r  94 
of recycle c i r c u i t  22. 
A voltage 
Recycle c i r c u i t  22 is connected to spirometer 18 to de tec t  
.termination of the insp i ra t ion  cycle and control the r e f i l l i n g  of 
spirometer 18 for a subsequent measurement. 
volume signal, in the form of a positive voltage ramp, i s  coupled 
through d i f fe ren t ia tor  94 which outputs a square wave, equivalent in 
time to the length of the ramp voltage, and the trailing edge of 
which trimers one-shot 96. The output of one-shot % is  fed t o  
input 98 of gate 100 of sample and hold 102 of volume corrector 34 
and to the set input SI of f l i p - f lop  106, having reset input RI 
coupled, through normally closed contacts 106 and 108 of limit switch 
110, to coamn ground 86. 
to amplifier 112 which serves as a valve driver to control ref i l l  
solenoid valve 114, being energized from e posit ive voltage source. 
In operation, an inspired 
Se t  output So of f l ip - f lop  lob is coupled 
When solenoid valve 114 i s  actuated, piston 72 is returned t o  
aormal posit ion by a constant torque re turn  spring, not shown, as 
ambient air r e f i l l s  compartlpent 80 through i n l e t  duct 19 and residual 
air is discharged through rear vent 82. 
attached to w a l l  76 of spirometer 18, measures the temperature of 
inhaled air ,  being coupled to scaling amplifier 120 of volume corrector 
34. 
18, upon being exhaled, is passed through o u t l e t  valve 66 of mouthpiece 
16 and in to  inlet tube 122 of CC& s t a b i l i z e r  24 through a length of 
f l ex ib l e  nose 124. 
Temperature transducer 118, 
The measured volum of air  inspired from insp i ra t ion  spirometer 
C02 Stab i l izer  
C% s t a b i l i z e r  24 is a moisture f i l t e r  which does not absorb C02. 
C02 stabiliter 24 corPprises cyl indr ica l  cannister 126 adapted to  
sealably receive interchangeable insert  f i l t e r  assembly 128, which 
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consists of a p lura l i ty  of stacked absorbent d i scs  130, retained 
about apextured inlet tube 122. 
ward through absorbent d i sc  130 within cannister 126 where moisture, 
in droplet  form, is vaporized before passing through o u t l e t  opening 
132 of caxmister 126 into b l e t  duct 134 of expiration spirometer 20 
through interconnecting pipe 136. 
The exhaled breath is dispersed out- 
Fapiration Spirometer 
Expiration epirometer 20 is similar in constructian to 
inspirat ion spirometer 18 heretofore described, except that the 
piston is spring biased to the opposite position, as show in 
Figure 2. Accordingly, like components bear similar designations 
but w i t h  the su f f ix  "a". As test subject exhales, air en ters  
forward compartaent 8Oa of spirometer 20 forcing piston 72a 
rearward, thus increasinq the volume of compartment 80a by an 
mount equal to the volrmce of the exhaled air .  Ambient air is 
simultaneously exhausted through rear vent 82a. An exhaled 
voluoe signal, generated by w i p e r  88a of potentiometer &a, is 
fed as an imput to scaling ampLifier 138 of expired volume 
corrector 36 and to  the input o f  di f fe ren t ia tor  140 of recycle 
c i r c u i t  26. 
Recycle c i r c u i t  26 is interccunected as follows to detect  
the termination of an  expiration cycle and to  control the d is -  
charge of expired gases from spirometer 20 i n  preparation for  
a subsequent measurement. The expired volume signal, in the form 
of a positive voltage r q - ,  is  coupled through d i f fe ren t ia tor  140, 
wMch outputs a square wave equivalent in t i m e  to the length of 
the ramp voltage, and the trailing edge of which z i g g e r s  one-shot 
142. 
t o  inputs 144 and 146 of gates 148 and 150, respectively,  of sample 
and hold c i r cu i t s  152 and 154, of volume corrector 36 and body 
conditions corrector 54, respectively,  and to input 156 of gate 158 
of test control 52, t o  be described. The output of one-shot 144 is  
also coupled to  set input SI of f l ip - f lop  160 having r e s e t  input RI 
coupled to  coopmoll ground 86 through closed contzcts 162 and 164 of 
l i m i t  switch 166. Set output So of f l ip-f lop 160 is coupled to  the 
input of amplifier 168, which serves as a valve dr iver ,  to contxol 
solenoid valve 170. When solenoid valve 170 i s  actuated, piston 72a 
is  rtcurned to  i ts  normal position by a constant torque spring, zrot 
shown, as ambient air flows in to  spirometer 20 through rear  vent 82a 
and the expired air is discharged through o u t l e t  duct 27. 
The output of one-shot 142 is coupled as a strobe pulse 
Expiration pressure i s  measured by pressure sensor 172 actached 
to  outer wall 76a, being coupled to  the input of scaling amplifier 
174 of Inspired volume corrector 34 and as an input to  scal ing 
amplifier 176 of expired volume corrector 36, to  be further described. 
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Expiration temperature, as rPeasured by transducer 178, alao attached 
to  wall 76a of spirometer 20, is fed t o  sca l ing  aatplifier 180 of 
expired volume corrector 36. A small sample of e8ch exhakd breath 
is selectably dram in to  sampling conduit 182, being coupled a t  the 
lower end, as vieved in Figure 2, t o  exhaust duct 27 of expiration 
spirometer 20 and a t  upper end 186 to a vacuum source, not shown. 
The inner diameter of conduit 182 is selected t o  act as a r e s t r i c t i v e  
o r i f i c e  which euables the  velocity of the flawing gases t o  be 
maintained at  a prescribed optimum rate, by adjusting manual valve 
188 positioned near upper end 186 of conduit 182. Gas velocity is 
ind i rec t ly  indicated by pressure sensor 190, the output of which is 
coupled through common terminal P to contact T13 of display s e l e c t  
switch 192 (Figure 3). A small portion of each air sample is draaa 
from sanple conduit 182 in to  mass spectrane!ter 28 by in tegra l  vacuum 
source, not shown, through i n l e t  tube 194, provided w i t h  manual i n l e t  
control valve 1%. 
conduit 182 by b a l l  valve 198. 
by branch i n l e t  tube 29 coupled to  sampling conduit 182 a t  a point 
intermediate ball valve 198 and inlet tube 194 being selectobly 
controlled by solenoid valve 208 connected t o  coamon ground 56 and, 
through coamon terminal W, t o  contact TS of mode w i t c h  204 
The exhaled sample,is selectably fed into sampling 
Sampling of ambient air is provided 
(Figure 3) .  
Mass Spectrometer 
Mass spectrometer 28 separates the pertinent consti tuents of the 
selected expired o r  ambient a& sample i n t o  a spectrum according 
to  the i r  mass. 
determined and represented by voltage outputs from spectrometer 28, 
bearing the chemical designations 40,  N2, 02 and C02. 
fed to  output tenninals P, Q, B and S, respectively. 
The atomic masses per each molecule of gas are 
These are 
Calibration Bottles 
Pressurized ca l ibra t ion  bo t t l e s  30 and 32 contain standard 
mixtures of ca l ibra t ion  gases which are used for periodic ca l ibra t ion  
of mas3 spectrometer 28, being interconnected %rough branch pipe 210 
to  s a q I i n g  conduit 182 a t  a point intermediate ambient i n l e t  29  and 
in le t  tube 194 of spectrometer 28. Calibration gasses a re  selectably 
released in to  mass spectrometer 28 by so lemid  valves 212 and 214, 
respectively, being interconnected t o  common ground 86 and, through 
terrniaalsU and V, t o  contact T6 and T7 of mode switch 204 (Figure 3). 
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Volume Correctors 
The measured volume from each of inspir.ition and expiration 
spirometers 18 and 20, respectively,  is  corrrcted to  standard 
conditions by volume correctors 34 and 36 ,  respectively. 
Inspired Volume Corrector 
The inspired volume output from w i p e r  88 of potentiometer 84 
is coupled through scal ing amplifier 90 to input X of multiplier 216. 
Temperature of the inspired air, as measured by transducer 118, is  
fed through scaling amplifier 120 to the negative input of subtracrcrr 
218. The pos;tive input of subtractor 218 is coupled to  a voltage 
source, u 2 t  shown, representing unity and is coupled to input Y of 
multiplier 220. 
172 cf expiration spirometer 20, is fed through scaling amplifier 174 
to input X of mult ipl ier  220. Output XY of mult ipl ier  220 is coupled 
t o  input Y of multiplier 216. Output XY of mult ipl ier  216 is the 
inspired V O i w  corrected to standard temperature (OOC) , and 
pressure (760 torr) ,  being coupled to input 222 of gate 100 of saraple 
and hold 102. 
Pressure of the a i r ,  as measured by pressure sensor 
At the termination of each inhale cycle, a gating pulse from 
the output of one -shot 96, coupled to  input 98 of gate 100 strobes 
t h i s  corrected inspired volume in to  sample and hold 102, having an 
output coupled through comaon terminal J to Mode I computer 42 
(Figure 3), t o  be fur ther  described. 
correctors 34 and 36 are adapted t o  solve cne form of Charles's Lau 
as follcrws: 
Each of measured v o l u ~ ~ e  
where : 
V2 = corrected volume 
Vi = measured volume 
Pi = measured pressure 
T2 = Oo centigrade 
P2 = 760 torr 
Ti = measured temperature 
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The terms T2 and T1 are combined by scal ing amplifier 120 and 
subtractor 218, t o  form a f rac t iona l  mul t ip l ie r ,  t h e  measured 
temperature T i  being multiplied by a conversion constant K,  
e ssen t ia l ly  cor rec t ing  the output of transducer 118 to read 
absolute temperature. P1 is divided by 760 torr by scal ing 
amplif ier  174. The correct ion formula then becomes: 
Expired Volume Corrector 
Accordingly, the expired volume from wiper 88a of potent ioseter  
84a of expirat ion spirometer 20 is coupled through sca l ing  amplifier 
138 to input X of mul t ip l ie r  224 of volume corrector  36. Expiration 
pressure from pressure sensor 172 is  coupled through sca l ing  
amplifier 176 to input X of mult ipl ier  226. Temperature as measured 
by transducer 178 is fed ,hrough sca l ing  amplif ier  180 to  the negative 
input of subtractor  228. The pos i t ive  input of subtractor 228 is 
coupled t o  a voltage source, not shuwn, equivalent to  uni ty  and has 
an output coupled t o  input  Y of mult ipl ier  226. 
mult ipl ier  226 i s  coupled to input Y of mul t ip l ie r  224. 
mult ipl ier  224 is the expired volume corrected to standard temperature 
and pressure being coupled t o  input 230 of gate 148 of sample and 
hold 152 and to input X of mul t ip l ie r  232 of body conditions corrector 
54. Upon the  termination of each exhale cycle,  a pos i t ive  gat ing.  
pulse from the output of one-shot 162, coupled to  input 144 of 
gate 148, s t robes the corrected expired volume in to  sample and hold 
152, being coupled through COOPK)~ terminal K to  Mode I and Mode XI 
computers 42 and 44, respect ively,  Figure 3. 
Output XY of 
Output XY 
Body Conditions Corrector 
I n  order t o  provide an accurate measure of lung v i  11 capacity 
and minute volume, the expired volume is  fur ther  converted to  dry 
conditions and fur ther  corrected i n  accordance with body moisture 
content and body temperature by body conditions corrector 54, as 
follow&: 
The percentage of water vapor e. H20) of each exhaled sample 
from output X / Z  of divider 234 of const i tuent  computer 38 (Figure 3) 
t o  be described, is coupled t o  the negative input of subtractor 236. 
The posi t ive input of subtractor 236 is  coupled t o  a voltage source, 
not shown, representat ive of unity.  The output of subtractor 236 
i s  coupled to  input Y of mult ipl ier  232. 
i s  the corrected expired volume converted to dry conditions,  being 
Output XY of mul t ip l ie r  232 
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fed to  inpJ t  X of mul t ip l ie r  238. Standard expiration pressure from 
the output of scal ing amplifier 176 of volume corrector  36 is 
coupled t o  the posit'lve input of subtractor 240. 
from voltage divider 242, indicat ive of body moisture, typical ly  47 
t o r r  partial pressure of water representing water s a tma t ion  a c  
body temperature, is coupled t o  -he negative input of subtractor 240, 
being coupled t o  input X of divider 244. Wiper 246 of bias potentio- 
meter 248, being connected between comnon ground 86 and + V, is  
adjustably set t o  a voltage indicat ive of body temperature and i s  
fed through scal ing amplifier 250 t o  input Y of divider 244. Output 
X/Y of divider 244 i s  fed to input Y of mul t ip l ie r  238. 
of mult ipl ier  238 is the expired volurue fur ther  corrected to  body 
conditions,  being coupled to  input 252 of gate 150 of sample and 
hold 154. 
from the output of one-shot 142 coupled to input 146 of gate 150, 
s t robes  t h i s  corrected volume, representing v i  tal cayaci ty  , i n t o  
saaple and hold 154, being connected through common terminal L t o  
contact Tg of display select 192 (Figure 3) and to  input 254 of 
gate 256 of integrator  257 of volume integrator  50 (Figure 3) to  
be described. 
A fixed voltage 
Output XY 
Upon the termination of each resp i ra tory  cycle,  a pulse 
Constituent Computer 
Referring to Figure 3, output terminals P, Q, R, and S of mass 
spectrometer 28 (Figure 2) are connected through common terminal- 
Q, R, and s, respect ively,  of const i tuent  computer 38 to the ne& 
inputs of zero and scal ing amplif iers  258, 260, 262 and 264, r c  *~ .c : ive ly ,  
hereinaf ter  re fer red  t o  as amplif iers  266. 
amplif iers  266 a r e  coupled t o  w i p e r s  268, 270, 272 and 274, respect ively,  
of zero adjust ing potentiometers 276, 278, 280 and 282, respect ively,  
being connected between pos i t ive  and negative voltage sources. 
of mass spectrometer 28, designated IQO, N2, 02 and C% are provided 
by w i p e r s  284, 206, 288 and 290 of gain ad jus t  potentiometers 292, 
294, 2% and 298, each being connected from the respective outputs 
of amplif iers  266 t o  coamon ground 86. Each of wipers 284, 286, 
288 and 290 is coupled as one input t o  summing amplifie- 300 and 
to input X of one of dividers  302, 304, 306 and 3U8, respect ively,  
hereinaf ter  re fer red  to  as dividers  312. Thus rhe t o t a l  mass value 
from summing amplifier 300 is divided i n t o  each const i tuent  value i n  
order to  determine the r a t i o ,  i n  percent,  of each const i tuent  with 
respec t  t o  the complete gaseous mass. This percentage conversion 
a l l e v i a t e s  the d i f f i c u l t y  cf holding the t o t a l  pressure sensed by 
the mss spectrometer to  a constant value. 
The posi t ive inputs of 
Outputs 
Calibrated outputs of amplif iers  266 are se lec t ive ly  displayed 
by display 46, being coupled through compson terminals, a l so  designated 
as H20, N2, 02 2nd C02,  to contacts T5, T4. T3 and T2, respect ively,  
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of display se lec tor  or s e l ec t  switch 192. 
regarded as gain outputs inasmuch as  the i r  value is  determined by 
adjvstment of the e f fec t ive  gain of amplif iers  266 f r m  which they 
are obtained. 
314,  316, 318 and 320 of sample gates 322,  324 ,  226 and 328 ,  
respectively. 
are connected i n  paralled through diode 340 and common terminal W 
t o  contact Ts of modr switch 204 is  positioned to  the Ambient A i r  
Mode, sample gates 338 are enabled and the percentage value of :-ach 
of the const i tuents  within amb: n t  a i r  is  stored i n  sample and hold 
c i r c u i t s  234,  342 ,  344 and 346,  the outputs of which are designated 
%H20 AMB, 932 AMJ3, %02 AMB and %Cog AMP, respectively. The outputs 
of dividers  312 are select ively displayed by display 4 6 ,  being 
coupled through terminals a l so  designated %€i20, %02 and 7.202 t o  
contacts T10, Ti1 and Ti2 of display select 192. 
These outputs may be 
Outputs X/Z of dividers 312 are coupled to  inputs 
The second inputs 330, 332 ,  334 and 336 af gates 338 
Made ’J Computer 
The percentage of oxygen i n  each exhaled sample, X02 from 
const i tuent  computer 3 8 ,  is  multiplied by the corrected expired 
volume from terminal K, being coupled t o  inputs X and Y, respecti-rely, 
of mult ipl ier  348.  Output XY of mult ipl ier  348 i s  the t o t a l  voluule 
of oxygen i n  each expired breath, which is  fed t o  the negative input 
of subtractor 350.  
e lch  inspfted breath 0.02 of Amb. from const i tuent  computer 38)  is 
multiplied by the corrected inspired volume, from terminal 3, being 
connected t o  ,nput= Y and X,  respectively, of mult ipl ier  352.  
XY of mult ipl ier  352 is  the total volume of oxygen in  each inspired 
breath,  which is fed to  the posi t ive input of subtractor 350. 
The difference between the volume of oxygen inhaled and the volune 
of oxygen exhaled a t  the output of subtractor 350 is ,  of course, 
the volume of oxygen consumed by test  subject ,  being coupled t o  
s te t ionary contact T2 of c o q u t e r  select re lay  4 8 .  
In like manner, the percentage of oxygen in  
Output 
The volume of carbon dioxide, C02 , produced for  each respiratory 
cycle is computed i n  a similar manner bv the Mode I computer wherein 
the %C02 inhaled QXO2 hb.) i s  coupled to  input Y of mult ipl ier  356 ,  
and is multiplied by the corrected inspired volume from terminal J ,  
coupled to  input  X of inu1tip:fcr 356.  Output XY of mult ipl ier  356 is  
fed t o  negative input cf subtractor 354 .  The percentage of 602 i n  
exhaled sample (XCO2) is coupled to input Y of mult ipl ier  358 and is 
multiplied by the corrected expired volune from terminal K coupled 
t o  input X. dutput XY is the volume of C02 expired and is fed to 
the posi t ive input of subtractor 354.  
being the volume of 602 produced for ?ac\ res?iratory cycle,  i s  
coup’ed t o  s ta t ionary contact T5 of computer s e l ec t  re lay 48. 
The output of subtractor 354 ,  
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M e  XI computer 44 also computes the volllrae of 02 consumed 
ppauced but does not require a spirometer for  the inspired and of 
volrnee aeasureeent. 
are de terehed  by computing the dLlution e f f ec t  of nitrogen gas in 
the inspired air  as folloxs.  The inspired v o l m  factor  of 02 is 
determined by the f e r n l a :  
The respective inspired voluues of 02 and 
(ZN2 i n  -le samp le) (ro2 i n  ambient) 
ZN2 ambient 
The inspired voluw factor  of 02 is  computed by m l t i p l i e r  360 and 
divider 362 wherein Xrr2 in  the exhale sample and of ambient air 
are coupled to inputs X and Y, respectively, of srul t ipl ier  360. 
Output XY of !multiplier 360 is i n  turn connected to input P of 
divider 362, output Y/Z is the inspired volume factor  of 9 and 
is coupled to the pcsi t ive input of subtractor 364. 
to W t e  the volume factor of 02 consumed, the percentage of 02 
ia the exhale sample is coupled to  the negative input of subtractor 
364 being thus subtracted f r o m  the  inspired volurpe factor  of 02. 
This difference a t  the output of subtractor 364 is coupled to input 
X of multiplier 366 and is thus a r l t i p l i e d  by the corrected exhaled 
volume, coup!ed to input Y of multiplier 366. Output XP of 
Pultiplier 366, is the to t a l  vofume of 02 consumed for  each 
respiratory cycle, -icing coupled to contact T3 of c q u t e r  select 
relay 48. 
In order 
The inspired vclume factor  of C% is determined i n  l i k e  manner 
as follows: Inspired volume factor  of CO2 = 
0 3 2  i n  exhale sample) cl;coz i n  ambient) 
732 ambient 
This expression is solved by m u l t i p l i e r  368 and divider 370 
wherein %N2 i n  exhale sample a::d XCO2 ambient are coupled t o  inputs 
X and Y, respectively,  of multiplier 368. Output XY of multiplier 
368 is i n  turn connected to input P of divider 370, havitg input 2 
coupled to xh’2 of ambient. 
of divider 370, is  the inspired volume factor of C02 and is fed to  
the negative input af subtractor 372. 
volume factor of CO2 produced, t h i s  inspired volume factor  is 
subtracted from X.9. in the exhaled sample coupled to the posi t ive 
The resu l tan t  quotient Y/2 a t  the output 
In order to determine the 
11 
input of subtractor 372. 
input X of r tul t ipl ier  374 and is accordingly multiplied by the 
corrected exhaled volume, coupled to input Y of mult ipl ier  374. 
r e s u l t  a t  output ICY of mult ipl ier  374 is the t o t a l  volume of C$ 
produced for  each respiratory cycle and is fed to contact T5 of computer 
select relay 48. 
The output of subtractor 372 is coupled to 
This 
Data from the Mode I and Mode I1 c q u t e r  are selectably fed 
through mvable contacts T i  and T4 of re lay 48 through cormnon terminals 
L and b to  inputs 376 and 378 of sample gates 380 and 382 of integra:ors 
384 and 386, respectively,  of volute integrator  5 0 ,  described below. 
Volume Integrator 
Upon the termination of each respiratory cycle, a p o s i t i t e  gating 
pulse frm the output of one-shot 388 of test control 52 (Hgure 2) 
and which is coupled through common terminal W to inputs 390, 392, and 
394 of gates 380, 352 and 2S6, strobes cyc l ic  volume in to  integrators  
384, 386 and 257 of volume integrator 50. The outputs of integrators 
384, 386 and 257 are coupled through scal ing amplifiers 3%, 398 and 
600 to inputs 402, 404 and 406 of gates 408, 410 and 412 of sample and 
hold c i r c u i t s  414, 41.6 and 418, respectively.  A t  the end of a given 
time, e i the r  one minute o r  f ive  minutes, as de terdned  by test t i m e r  
420 of test control 52, to  be described, a susmation of the increments 
of 02 consumed, co;! produced and lung volume is gated in to  sample and 
hold c i r c u i t s  414, 416 and 418, respectivel?, by a strobe pulse from 
the output of one-shot 422 of test control 52, being coupled through 
colppon terminal E t o  inputs 424, 426 and 428 of sample gates 408, 410 
and 412 respectively. 
The output of saaple and hold 414 is  coupled to  contact Q of 
display select 192 and to input Z of divider 415, having inpu tX  
coupled t o  the output of sample and hold 416. 
415 is the CO2/% ratio being coupled to  concact T7 of display select 
132. 
to  contact T8 of display select 192. 
Output X/Z of divider 
The output of sample and hold 418 is minute voluaae and is coupled 
Control and Timing 
The interval  of a givea t e s t  as well as the i n i t i a t i o n  and sequencing 
of events within metabolic analyzer 10 are provided by t e s t  control 52 
(Figure 2). The basic control element of test control 52 is  f l ip-f lop 
430 which is set a t  the beginning of each t e s t  and reset a t  the end of 
a selected t e s t  interval  by set and reset gates 432 w d  434, being 
coupled to s e t  and r e se t  inputs SI and RI, respectively,  of f l ip - f lop  
430. The proper steady state condition of t e s t  control 52 is t n i t f a l l y  
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established by 
i n  Figure 2, having movable contact T1 connected to  coQlDon ground 86. 
Stationary contact T2 of reset svitdr 436 is interconnected t o  start 
input 438 of one minute t k t  440, t o  be described, to input 442 of’ 
reset gate 434 of control  f l ip - f lop  430 and to  input444 of integrator  
reset &ate 446. The output of integrator  reset gate 446 is coupled to 
rese: input 448 of test timer 420, to be described, and through c-n 
terminal P t o  reset inputs 450, 452, and 454 of integrators 384, 386 
a d  257, respectively,  of volupe integrator 50,  Pigprz 3. 
reset 436, show i n  the norovllly open posi t ion 
Wpon the release of reset switch 436 a posi t ive voltage through 
resistor 456, applied to  input 438 of one minute timer 440, starts 
t i m e r  660 uhich generates a series of one m i n u t e  pulses. A posi t ive 
enable is applied to inputs 442 and 446 of gates 434 and 446, respec- 
tively.  Output 458 of one minute tiux 440 is connected to input 460 
of set gate 432 of f l ip - f lop  4.30 and to inputs 462 and 464 of gaees 466 
and 468, respectively.  Upon the occurrence of the f i r s t  one minute 
pulse from timer 440, control f l ip - f lop  430 is set by the output of 
gate 432, haping input 470 enabled by the output of inverter 472, &n 
a manner to be described. 
enables input 472 of gate 158 and input 474 of gate S76, being coupled 
to the input of test timer 420. 
ooupled to amable  arm T1 of test in te rva l  select switch 480 having 
stat ionary contacts T2 and T3 connected to w i p e r s  482 and 484 of bias  
potenti-ter 486, cormected between a negative voltage and co-n 
ground 86. 
i n t q r a t i n g  c i r c u i t ,  is fed to the negative input of a q l i f i e r  490 
act ing as a voltage discriminator, the positive input of this amplifier 
being coupled to wiper 492 of potentiometer 494 which i n  turn is 
c k c t e d  betueen a posi t ive voltage source and coQDon ground 86. 
Set output S, of control f l ip - f lop  430 
A second input 478 of gate 476 is 
Output 488 of test tiPer 420, which is basical ly  an 
The output of test timer 420 is a posi t ive voltage ramp, the 
slope of which is determined by the posit ion of in te rva l  select 
switch 480. When sv i tch  480 is in the posit ion sbawn i n  Figure 2, 
a high bias  is applied t o  input 478 of gate 476 and the voltage ramp 
a t  octput 488 of timer 420 exceeds :he b i a s  applied t o  the posdtive 
input of amplifter 490 a f t e r  an in te rva l  of 50 seconds. When switch 
480 is i n  t h e  opposite or f i v e  minute test posit ion,  a law b ias  voltage 
i s  applied t o  input 478 of gate 476 and the output ramp exceeds the 
posi t ive b i a s  voltage after an interval & four minutes and f i f t y  
seconds. 
seconds, depending upon the selected test in te rva l ,  the output of 
voltage discriminator 490 drops sharply negative. 
pulse is coupled through inverter  4% as a posi t ive enable pulse  t o  
inputs 498 and 500 of gates 466 and 468, respectively,  and, through a 
second inverter 472, as a negative inh ib i t  pulse to input 470 of start 
gate 432. When the next sequential  one minute pulse occurs a t  output 
A t  the end of e i the r  f i f t y  seconds o r  four minutes and f i f t y  
This negative 
458 of one minute timer 440, the output of gate 466, being coupled 
to iuput 502 of reset gate 434, resets control f l ip - f lop  430. Set 
output S, of f l ip-f lop 630 appl ies  an  inh ib i t  pulse to  inputs 472 and 
474 of gates 158 sad 476, respectively. The output of gace 468 
triggers series-connected one shots 422 and 504. 
shot 422 is coupled through comaon terminal E, to inputs 424, ‘426 and 
428 of gates 408, 410 and 412 of sample and hold c i r c u i t s  414, 416, and 
418, respectively, Figure 3. 
coupled to input =ob of gate 446 and to s t o p  input 508 of one minute 
timer 440. 
stops OM minute ti- 440. The output of uaad ga.te 446 appl ies  a 
reset pulse to reset input 448 of test timer 420 and to reset inputs 
450, 652 and 454 of integrators 384, 386 and 257, respectively,  of 
volume integrator SO (Figure 3) to  complete a test cycle. 
The output of one- 
The output of series one-shot 504 is 
The =ailing edge of the output pulse from one-shot 504 
The system herein described is capable of performing metabolic 
analysis  wherein a person under test i -  breathing normal rwm air or 
gas compositions up to and including p s e  oxygen. Further, measure- 
ments m y  be made on subjects in varying degrees of physical ccndit- 
tioaiag while a t  rest or performing staadardized work functions up 
to a r a r i ~  physical capacity, in either a closed or open emriron- 
ment whether in pormal gravity or zero gravity. 
In the following description it is assumed th-”. the system is 
adapted to be used in a closed environment such a: 
space vehicle or closed ear th  chamber, not shown, where in  the ambient 
a m s p h e r e  is maintained within limits su i tab le  for breathing and the 
total  pressure within the cbmbe;. being var iable  frm 3 t u  20 pounds- 
per -square -inch absolute. 
ne cabin of a 
Before actual tests are performed, and in  order t o  ver i fy  that  
consti tuent computer 38 is properly cal ibrated,  the following 
ca l ibra t ion  check should be performd. Reference is made to  Figures 
2 and 3. 
power, vacuum and pressure, valve 188 of sample conduit 182 is opened 
and valve 1% of i n l e t  tube 194 of mass spectxowter 28 is opened. 
Next, posi t ion mode switch 204 t o  02, N2, C% position. 
applied through contact T7 of mode -itch 204 and through comrron 
terminal U to actuate solenoid valve 212 of cal ibrat ion bottle 30, 
allowing gas under pressure to  flow into spectrometer 28. 
is typically composed of 55% oxygen, 30% nitrogen and 15% carbon 
dioxide but may have other compositions to  simclate the exhaled 
breath under the condition i n  which the t e s t  is being performed. 
After adjusting the pressure using valve 188, ro ta te  display se l ec t  
192 to each of gain C%, 02, N2 and H20 positions to  ver i fy  
After making su i tab le  u t i l i t y  connections and applying 
Power is then 
This gas 
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prescribed readings a t  outputs of scale and ad jus t  q l i f i e r s  264, 262, 
260 and 258, respectively,  sf consti tuent computer 38. 
display select 192 to each of m, 
the proper percent output readings of dividers 306, 308 and 302, 
respectively.  
centage caposition of the ca l ibra t ion  gas ihosen f o r  the conditions 
of the test a f t e r  the ca l ibra t ion  is verif ied.  Next set -de switch 
204 to the E$-192 position. 
of switch 204 and coIIIpDn terminal V to  activate solexmid valve 214 
of ca l ibra t ion  b o t t l e  32 typical ly  containing 20 percent 
80 per ? n t  102. Position display select switch 192 to ZE$ posi t ion 
and vr-ify the prescribed reading at the output of scale and ad jus t  
amplifier 258. An independent experiment provides the relat ionship 
of -0 phi& corresponds to the ZCK2D2 being used t o  ca l ib ra t e  for 
&O. 
"off" position t o  stop flav of ca l ibra t ion  gasses into mass spectro- 
meter 28. 
condition is coupled t o  o u t l e t  opening 187 of saq l ing  conduit 182 
or that, when -stem is u t i l i z e d  in a space vehicle, sampling conduit 
182 is vented to the v a c u u ~  of outer space. 
Then posit ion 
and %IQO positions t o  ver i fy  
This test may a l s o  be performed t o  measure the per- 
Parer 5s thus applied through contact Tg 
and 
Calibratfan baviag been completed, =de switch 204 is turned t o  
During the foregoing procedure, it is a8s-d that a vacuum 
In or& t o  prepare the system for metabolic measurements, an 
exercise protocol is selected and the mode of operation is  decided 
upon. Xn general, when a test subject is preforming standardized 
exercise during a test, the shorter testing t i m e  of one minute is 
8elec-d. 
to an ambient air d e .  'Ibis appl ies  pawer through contact T5 of 
d e  switch 204 and CollpOLI terdnal Y to parallel connected inputs 330, 
332, 334 and 336 of sample gates 338 of sample and hold c i r c u i t s  235 
of const i tuent  computer 38.  Power is a l so  applied through com~~~ll 
terminal W to  actuate solenoid valve 208 of ambient a i r  inlet tube 
29 of specmoopeter saupling caaduit  182. 
i n t o  mass spectr-ter 28, wherein it is analyzed and the gas per- 
centage values of c m s t i t u e n t s  are stored in sample and hold c i r c u i t s  
235 when the mode select switch is moved to another position. 
Prior t o  begixming a test, mode switch 204 is always set 
Ambient air is then drawn 
Assuming it is desired to perform a one minute test while 
u t i l i z i n g  the Mode I computer and test subject is performing an 
exercise, then the test is set up and conducted as follows: 
M t c h  204 is set in a Mode I posit ion.  Power is applied 
through contact T4 of mode swltch 204 to computer select re lay  48 
which providos outputs fo r  Mode I computer 42.  
Next, t i m e  switch 480 is set to  the one minute posit ion as shown 
i n  Figure 2 ,  vhich applied high bias to  input 478 of test timer 488. 
Then d isp lay  select switch 192 is set at a "Gas Pressure" posit ion 
and ball valve 198 i s  opened. 
adjusted fo r  optimum veloci ty  of sampled gasses, as indi rec t ly  
measured by pressure sensor 190, being coupled through cormon 
terminal P t o  contact T i 3  of display se l ec t  switch 192. 
Valxe  188 of sampling conduit 182 is 
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In order to Clush uavanted air from inspirat ion and expiration 
spirometers 1s and 20, respectively,  subject dons mouthpiece 16 
in an obvious manner and begins to breath normally. Upon inhaling, 
air is inspired f r o m  insp i ra t ion  spirocaeter 18 through f l ex ib l e  hose 
70 and inlet valve 64. 
outzet  valve 66, as inlet valve 64 closes, pushing air through 
f l ex ib l e  hose 124 and C% s t a b i l i z e r  24 i n to  expirat ion spirometer 
20. A t  the termination of each inhale cycle, insp i ra t ion  spiro- 
m e t e r  18 is r e f i l l e d  w i t h  ambient air by recycle logic  22 in a 
mumer prewiouslp described. A t  the terppiaation of each exhale 
cycle, the - i r e d  breath uithin e x p l r a t i m  -2iroepter 20 is released 
through o u t l e t  duct 27. ybea ready to begin the test, subject  pushes 
reset switch 436 of test control 52. 
ttaoU@ umd gate 434, and resets test times 420 and integrators  257, 
386 and 384 of volrpe Lategr.tot 50 (Figure 9 through nand gate 666. 
As subject exhales, air  is pushed through 
This resets f l ip - f lop  430 
Whem r eae t  e t c h  436 is released, a posi t ive voltage from 
cont.ct T2, appliea 8 start signal to input 438 of one minute timer 
440 and this enables Input8 442 and 444 of gates 434 and 446. 
Tes t  subject now be- the required erercise and continues the 
normal respiratory cycle. 
f l ip - f lop  430 is mt  upon the occurrence of a -subsequent one minute 
pulse, being coupled from output 458 of tiaer 440 to input 460 of 
*et gate 432. 
The ope dmte test is i n i t i a t e d  when 
"Set" o u t p t  of f l i p - h o p  430 ennbles inputs  472 and 474 of 
gates 158 and 4.76, respectively.  UQh b ias  woltage from w i p e r  482 
of potentiometer 486 in fed to input 478 of gate 476 of test timer 
420. Output 48r' of timer 420 riaes in a pos i t ive  direct ion,  
initiating a 50 s.-cmd integr8rlolr period. 
The volume of each m i r e d  breath is measured by inspirat ion 
spirometer 18, corrected to smndard conditions by inspired volume 
corrector 34, then gated by a pulse from one-shot 96 of recycle logic  
22 in to  sample and hold 102, being coupled through camm termiual J 
t o  appropriate inputs of the Ebde I computer 42 (Figure 3). In l i k e  
mmer the volume of each expired breath is measured by expiration 
spirometer 20, corrected t o  standard condietons by expired volume 
corrector 36 and gated by a pulse f rom one-shot 142 of recycle 
c i r c u i t  26, i n to  sample and hold circait 152, being coupled through 
coQmon tenninal K to appropriate inputs of Mode I and M e  11 
coaputers 42 and 44, respectively (Figure 3). 
During each inhale cycle, most of the air from expirat ioa 
spiroPPeter 20 is discharged i n t o  the ambient environment through 
exhust duct 27 of expiration spirometer 20, only a small quantity 
of each exhaled breath being drawn through sampling conduct 182 into 
spa88 spectrotmter 28 (Figure 3). Each a i r  sample i s  analyzed and 
the pertinent gases, H20, N2, 02 and are separated according to  
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t he i r  atomic mass and coupled through ca(pmDn terminals P, Q, B and S, 
respectively,  t o  consti tuent computer 38 (Figure 3). Within consti- 
tuent computer 38, these quant i ta t ive values are converted to 
percentages w L t h  respect to the total  gaseous samples i n  a manner 
here tofore described. Each fracaonal percentage value , when 
multiplied by the corrected inspired or expired volume, r e s u l t s  
in a volumetric percentage value for that  gas relative.  to the total  
volume of the inspired o r  expired gasses. 
The corrected exhaled volume signal a t  o u a u t  XY of mult ipl ier  
224 of expired volurpe corrector 36 is further corrected to body 
conditions by body caditions corrector 54 being gated by a pulse 
from one-shot 142 of recycle 26 into sample and hold 154. 
output of saaple and hold E 4  is fed through comaon terminal L to  
input 254 of gate 256 of volume integrator 50 and to s ta t ionary 
contact Tg of display select 192. Thus the corrected volume of 
each exhaled breath may be displayed, when so desired, as v i t a l  
capacity. 
The 
A coaputation of the volume of 02 consumed and CO produced is 
made by each of computers 42 and 44, Mode I computer 4 t by the 
measured volume e t h o d  and Mode 11 computer 44 by the nitrogen 
d i l u t h m  technique. 
CQ produced frolpnOde I computer 42 are coupled to  contacts T2 
and Tg, respectively,  of computer select re lay  48. 
Ibe resu l tan t  volumes of 02 consumed and 
In the Mode I test described above, since switch 204 is i n  the 
'%de I" position, the resu l tan t  cyc l ic  computed voluues of 02 
consmed and 
T1 and TI, of computer select r e l ay  48 and common terminals a and b 
t o  inputs 376 and 378 of gates 380 and 382, respectively, of volume 
integrator 50. A t  the termination of each respiratory cycle, the 
computed voltmes are then gated into integrators 384 and 386 by a 
strobe pulse from the output of one-shot 388 of test control 52. 
Simultaneously, the corrected volume of each exhaled breath is gated 
into integrator 257. Accordingly, integrators  384, 386 and 257 pro- 
vide a summation of the increments of volume for  the selected tes t ing  
time of one minute and have outputs connected through scaling 
amplifiers 396, 398, and 400 to inputs 402, 404 and 406 of sample and 
hold c i r c u i t s  414, 416 and 418, respectively.  
f i f t y  seconds has elapsed, the voltage ramp a t  output 488 of test 
timer 420 exceeds the b ias  voltage a t  the posi t ive input of voltiige 
discriminator 490, causing a steep negative drop a t  the output 
of discriminator 490 producing a posit ive pulse a t  the output of 
irmrter 4 % ,  enabling inputs 498 and 500 of nand gates 466 and 468, 
respectively. 
input 470 of set gate 432. 
produced, are coupled through movable contacts 
When an interval  of 
The output of se r i e s  connected imrerter 472 i d i b i t s  
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The foregoing test is  completed a f t e r  a one minute in te rva l  
when the next sequential pulse from output 458 of one minute timer 
440 is fed to inputs 462 and 464 of gates 466 and 468, respectively. 
fie output of gate 466 resets f l ip - f lop  430 through input 502 of 
reset gate 434, inh ib i t ing  *puts 472 and 474 of gates 158 and 476, 
respectively, being coupled to  set output h. 
468 triggers series connected one-shots 422 and 504.  
tenths millisecond pulse from the first one-shot 422, being coupled 
through camnon terminal E t o  inputs 424, 426 and 428 of sample gates 
408, 410 and 412, respectively (Figure 3) strobes accumulated volume 
information from integrators 384, 386 and 257 i n t o  sample and hold 
c i r c u i t s  414, 416 and 418, respectively. The similar output of one- 
shot SO4 is coupled t o  input 506 of nand gate 446 and t o  stop input 
508 of one minute timer 440. 
coupled tbrough gate 546 to reset input 448 of test timer 420 and 
t h r o w  c-n terminal E t o  reset inputs 450, 452 and 454 of 
integrators 384, 386 and 257 (Pigure 3). One minute timer 440 is 
stopped by the t r a i l i n g  edge of this reset pulse from one-shot 504. 
The output of gate 
A three 
A reset pulse from one-shot 504 is 
The desired metabolic test r e s u l t s  may now be read out by 
positioning display select switch 192 to any one of indicated 
positions %, C0/02 r a t i o  o r  minl = volume, which displays infor- 
mation previously stored in sampls and hold c i r c u i t s  414, 416, and 
418 of volume integrator 50. 
A sh i l a r  sequence of events occur when p e r L  Cng a f i v e  
minute aualysis,  the only difference being that t e s L  switch 4aO 
(Figure 2) is operated t o  the law b i a s  posit ion.  
when perfonning a test using the Mode I1 cotnputer, no connection 
is made to contact T3 of mode switch 204, hcwever, data from the 
W e  11: computer are connected through contacts T1 and T4 of computer 
select r e l ay  48. 
f i v e  minute test sere described, other test in te rva ls ,  as desired 
are enabled by a3 appropriate adjustment of wipers 482 and 484 of 
b ias  potentiometer 486 (Figure 2) .  
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